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We assume the reader is familiar with graphs but we briefly review some terminology. Graphs
consists of nodes and edges. Edges are pairs of nodes and represent a connection between the
two nodes. Here we distinguish two varieties. A directed edge is an ordered pair of nodes (𝑢, 𝑣),
representing an asymmetric connection from 𝑢 to 𝑣. An undirected edge is an unordered pair of
nodes {𝑢, 𝑣}, representing a symmetric connection between 𝑢 and 𝑣. In many cases an undirected
edge can be replaced by two directed edges, one in each direction. (Such a pair of edges is sometimes
called bidirected.) An undirected graph is a graph where the edges are undirected, and a directed
graph is a graph where the edges are directed.
Seemingly anything can be modeled as a graph, but let us give a few examples where the
modeling is fairly straightforward. The world wide web is a directed graph. Every website is a node.
Every link from one website to another is a directed edge from the first website to the second. A
large part of modern search engines is based on analyzing this graph.
Another example comes from programming. Modern programming languages allocate most of
their data from a heap, where small blocks of memory are encapsulated by objects. These objects
refer to each other by their locations in virtual memory. Here we have a graph where the objects are
nodes and the pointers across objects are directed edges. In this model, garbage collection can be
understood as a graph theoretic problem where the goal is to identify all the objects that cannot be
reached by any sequence of pointers starting from a pointer on the stack, so that we can recycle the
storage.
Lastly, consider any road map. We can think of each junction as a node, and streets between
junctions. Most streets will be undirected (or rather bidirected) edges, except one-way streets which
will be a directed edge. We can also annotate the edges with the speed limit and the length of the
road, which gives us enough information to estimate how long it takes to go traverse that segment of
the road.
We usually assume that graphs are given as a list of (possibly weighted) edges. With this list,
one can build different data structures to make certain operations more convenient. Here we list the
two most common ones. The first is to maintain, for each vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉, the list of all edges leaving 𝑣
and (optionally) the list of all edges entering 𝑣. This is called the adjacency list representation. The
second is to encode the edges in a large 𝑉 × 𝑉 matrix 𝐴 (i.e., a two-dimensional array indexed by
vertices 𝑉), as follows1. For every edge (𝑢, 𝑣), we set 𝐴[𝑢, 𝑣] = 1. Alternatively, if the edges are
1Here, to use the array, we assume that the vertices are numbered from 1 to 𝑛. If not, then we can preprocess the input
and reindex the vertices from 1 to 𝑛. Alternatively, instead of an array, one can use a hashmap to store the values. We
will discuss hashmaps in greater detail later, but morally, this is like randomly reindexing the vertices from 1 to 𝑂 (𝑛).
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weighted, then we set 𝐴[𝑢, 𝑣] to be the weight of the edge. The other coordinates corresponding to
non-edges are left as 0.
There is an important functional difference between the adjacency matrix and the adjacency
map. The adjacency list allows us to query, for each vertex 𝑣, the list of neighbors of 𝑣 in 𝑂 (1)
time per neighbor. The adjacency matrix does not, as one has to loop through the array to find
each successive edge. On the other hand, the adjacency matrix allows us to query, for every pair of
vertices 𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉, whether there is an edge from 𝑢 to 𝑣, in 𝑂 (1) time. The adjacency list does not,
since one has to scan the list of 𝑢’s neighbors to see if 𝑣 is there.
Can one get the best of both worlds? Easily: just have both data structures on hand. One can
also consider extensions such as using data structures (like search trees or hash maps) for each list of
neighbors in the adjacency list data structure. We may discuss more advanced graph data structures
later.
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Seraching graphs

We consider the elementary problem of connectivity. Let 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) with 𝑚 edges and 𝑛 vertices.
A walk in a graph is a sequence of vertices along edges; i.e., a sequence 𝑣 0 , . . . , 𝑣 𝑘 ∈ 𝑉 such that
each (𝑣 𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖+1 ) is a directed edge. A path is a walk that doesn’t repeat vertices. We say that a vertex
𝑠 can reach a vertex 𝑡 if there is a path from 𝑠 to 𝑡 in the graph. To test these definitions, consider the
following directed graph. Can 𝑠 reach all of the vertices in this?
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the literal interpretation of physical reachibility on a map. Garbage collection, described above, is
also a matter of reachability. Later we will discuss applications in automata theory. In planning
problems, we interpret vertices as some kind of state, and edges as actions that take an entity from
one state from another. Then reachability is asking whether it is possible to get from one initial state
to another, desired state.
Let us first focus on the (𝑠, 𝑡)-reachability problem. Here we have two vertices 𝑠 and 𝑡 and
simply want to know if 𝑠 can reach 𝑡. Consider the following natural recursive algorithm.
recursive-search(𝑠,𝑡 )
1. if 𝑠 = 𝑡 then return true
/* See if any outgoing edge from 𝑠 leads to 𝑡.

*/

2. for each edge (𝑠, 𝑢) ∈ 𝐸
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A. if recursive-search(𝑢 ,𝑡 ) then return true
3. return false

The logic is clear. We are searching for 𝑡 and are currently at 𝑠. If we are already on 𝑡 then of
course we are done. Otherwise, any path to 𝑡 from 𝑠 must start with an outgoing edge from 𝑠. So we
try each of them and see if any of them will lead to 𝑠 with a recursive call. If any succeed, then we
return true. Otherwise, we return false.
There is a catch, however; more precisely, an algorithmic flaw in our argument. Consider, for
example, the following graph.

s
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The recursive search algorithm will spin around the triangle indefinitely. In general, any cycle in the
graph will send recursive-search in a loop.
In general, when using induction to justify a recursion, we require some kind of ordering to avoid
these “bad” cyclic recursive dependencies. That is why dynamic programming was so effective on
the line, or on trees, where there are clear notions of “left and right”, or “top and bottom”, and we
naturally steered clear of cycles.
A helpful analogy is mazes. A maze is essentially an (𝑠, 𝑡)-reachability problem. The entrance
of the maze is 𝑠 and the exit is 𝑡. When imagining a maze, though, keep in mind that the algorithmic
perspective is not the convenient birds-eye view that we see in puzzle books. Rather, we should
think of ourselves as being in the maze, with tall walls to either side, and not having a clear sense of
direction. Imagine running frantically through a maze, revisiting the same intersection again and
again, getting frustrated and feeling lost. That’s how recursive-search feels when it falls into a
cycle.

1.1

Depth-first search

To solve mazes, let us take inspiration from folktales: breadcrumbs. Imagine being in a maze. If we
left breadcrumbs along our trail, we can keep track of where we’ve already been, and avoid a lot
of wasted effort. Algorithmically, this is embodied by the simple idea of marking: whenever we
visit a vertex 𝑣 we mark it in memory. If it was already marked - meaning, we already visited 𝑣,
then we stop exploring. Otherwise continue to explore its edges. The following algorithm, called
depth-first-search (and abbreviated DFS), augments recursive-search with marking.
DFS(𝑣 )
1. if 𝑣 is unmarked
A. mark 𝑣
B. for each edge (𝑣, 𝑤) from 𝑣
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1. dfs(𝑤 )

The algorithm is pretty simple. The following observation is obvious but it is helpful to make it
explicit.
visits all vertices reachable
DFS Lv
Observation 1. If vertex 𝑣 is marked, and (𝑣, 𝑤) ∈ 𝐸, then 𝑤 is marked.
from V
Here is the main structural invariant of depth-first search. It applies to recursive-search as
well, except for that recursive-search may never terminate.
Lemma 1.1. When DFS(𝑣 ) returns, all vertices reachable from 𝑣 have been marked.
let A
vertices a
that are marked
Proof. After running DFS(𝑣 ). Let
VIA
unmarked vertices
B
𝐴 = {marked vertices} and 𝐵 = {unmarked vertices}.
w
be reachable from V
let
Let 𝑤 be reachable from 𝑣, and suppose by contradiction that 𝑤 ∈ 𝐵. Since 𝑤 is reachable from 𝑣,
that WE B
there is a path 𝑝 from 𝑣suppose
to 𝑤. Sinceby
thatcontradiction
path starts in 𝐴 and ends in 𝐵, there must be a directed
edge (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝑝 such that 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 and 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵.
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Lemma 1.2. DFS(𝑣 ) runs in 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) time.
Proof. We only traverse an edge 𝑒 = (𝑣, 𝑤) after marking the initial point 𝑣. Each vertex gets marked
once, so each is traversed at most once.

We summarize the above lemma’s in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. In 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) time, DFS(𝑣 ) marks all the vertices reachable from 𝑣.

2

Sorting graphs

We observed in the previous section that recursive-search breaks in the presence of cycles. What
if there was no cycles?
A directed graphs with no cycles is called a directed acyclic graph, abbreviated DAG. An
important example of a DAG we will discuss later is a circuit. An everyday example is any kind of
to-do list where some things have to be done before others. You have to put socks on before shoes,
for example. More intricate DAG’s might arise, for example, in large scale construction projects.
4

DAG’s have many features that make them simpler than graphs. For example, they always have
sources and sinks. A source is a vertex with no incoming edge; a sink is a vertex with no outgoing
edge. If every vertex had an outgoing edge, then following these edges (starting from any vertex)
would eventually lead to revisiting the same vertex, which also implies a cycle. So there must be a
sink. Similarly there must be a source.
There are also natural orderings associated with graphs. Starting from a DAG 𝐺 0 , let 𝑠1 be any
source. Consider the graph obtained by removing 𝑠1 and all incident edges, which we will denote as
𝐺 1 . 𝐺 1 is also a DAG! And in particular, 𝐺 2 contains another source 𝑠2 , which may or may not
have been a source in 𝐺 1 . Repeating in this fashion, we obtain a dwindling sequence of subgraphs
𝐺 0 , 𝐺 1 , 𝐺 2 , 𝐺 3 , . . . , 𝐺 𝑛 = ∅, each removing a source 𝑠𝑖 from the preceding graph. The sequences of
sources, 𝑠1 , . . . , 𝑠𝑛 , lists all of the vertices in 𝐺, in what is called a topological ordering of the DAG
𝐺. Note that the topological order is not unique, and was only possible because 𝐺 was a DAG. It has
the following feature. If you list the sources 𝑠1 , . . . , 𝑠𝑛 from left to right, and draw directed edges of
𝐺 between them, then all of the edges in 𝐺 will be directed from left to right. In fact any list of the
vertices is a topological ordering iff (if and only if) all the edges are directed downwards in the list.
It is not hard to obtain a 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) time algorithm to compute the topological sort. All we need
to do is to quickly identify the next source - i.e., any vertex with in-degree 0 - as we rip them out
of the graph. To this end, we first compute everyone’s in-degree once. As we remove sources, for
each edge that we remove, we update the endpoint’s in-degree. We keep track of the vertices with
in-degree 0 as we do; e.g., in a linked list. Then we will always have a source ready when we need it.
There is another way to obtain a topological ordering that reveals some interesting properties
of depth-first search. First recall the basic invariant of DFS: DFS(𝑣 ) returns only when all vertices
reachable from 𝑣 have been marked. It’s also help to point out that we only mark vertices reachable
from 𝑣, as follows. The following observation and subsequent discussion applies to all graphs, not
just DAGS.
Observation 3. Consider a call to DFS(𝑣 ) for the first time. Between the time that 𝑣 is marked, and
DFS(𝑣 ) exits, DFS only searches vertices that are reachable from 𝑣.
Lemma 2.1. Let 𝑣, 𝑤 be two vertices in a graph such that 𝑣 can reach 𝑤 but 𝑤 cannot reach 𝑣.
Then in any depth-first-search that explores both 𝑣 and 𝑤, the call to DFS(𝑤 ) exits before the call to
DFS(𝑣 ).
Proof. We have two cases, depending on whether DFS marks 𝑣 or 𝑤 first. Suppose DFS visits
marks 𝑣 first. By Lemma 1.1, DFS does not return from the recursive call DFS(𝑣 ) until all vertices
reachable from 𝑣 have been marked. In particular we call and complete DFS(𝑤 ) before the call to
DFS(𝑣 ) completes.
In the second case, suppose 𝑤 is marked first. Then the depth-first search will only explore
vertices that 𝑤 can reach before completing the call to DFS(𝑤 ) - and in particular, it will not search
𝑣 before DFS(𝑤 ) terminates.

Suppose we run depth-first search on a graph and print out the vertices 𝑣 as we complete each
call to DFS(𝑣 ). The list is called a “post-DFS ordering”, since it is a post-order traversal. Let us
make the process explicit in the following code.

5

post-DFS-ordering(𝑣 )
1. if 𝑣 is unmarked
A. mark 𝑣
B. for each edge (𝑣, 𝑤) from 𝑣
1. post-DFS-ordering(𝑤 )
C. append 𝑣 to the output

By Lemma 2.1, for every pair of vertices 𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 such that 𝑢 can reach 𝑣 but 𝑣 cannot reach 𝑢, 𝑣
will be printed out before 𝑢. Now, suppose 𝐺 is a DAG, and 𝑢 can reach 𝑣. Then 𝑣 cannot reach 𝑢
because otherwise we would have a cycle. So 𝑣 is always listed before 𝑢 in the post-DFS order. If
we apply this observation to every edge (𝑢, 𝑣) ∈ 𝐸, we see that the edges are always directed up the
list in the post-DFS ordering. That is, the post-DFS ordering gives a reverse topological sort.
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Strongly-connected components

Claim strong connectivity defines an
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vertices if they could reach one another. To establish a base line, let us observe that this approach
takes 𝑂 (𝑛(𝑚 + 𝑛)) time.
Let us consider the simpler problem of identifying the strongly connected component of a
particular vertex 𝑣. We have a 𝑂 ((𝑚 + 𝑛)𝑛) time based on running dfs from every vertex. This
seems excessive - can one do better?
Here is a helpful tip for this and many more problems: don’t change the algorithm; change the
graph. Consider the graph 𝐺 𝑟 = (𝑉, 𝐸𝑟 ) that has the same vertex set as 𝐺 but reverses the directions
of all the edges. Then 𝑎 can reach 𝑏 in 𝐺 iff 𝑏 can reach 𝑎 in 𝐺 𝑟 . If we run dfs(𝑣 ) in 𝐺 0, then we
will identify all the vertices that can reach 𝑣 in 𝐺 in 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛). The strongly connected components
of 𝑣 is then the set of all vertices marked by dfs(𝑣 ) in both 𝐺 and 𝐺 𝑟 . This algorithm only takes
𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) time.
Thus we can find a single strongly connected component in 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) time. Let’s move on to the
greater task of identifying all the strongly connected components. A natural idea is to repeatedly use
our clever 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) algorithm to identify and remove one strongly connected component at a time.
SCC-peeling(𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) )
1. until 𝑉 = ∅
A. let 𝑣 be an vertex in 𝑉
B. compute the strongly connected component 𝐶 of 𝑣 and add 𝐶 to the output
C. remove 𝐶 and all incident edges from 𝐺
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sink-first-SCC(𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) )
1. until 𝑉 = ∅
A. let 𝑣 be any vertex in a sink component of 𝑉
// At the moment, we don’t know how to do identify such a vertex 𝑣.
B. 𝐶 ← all vertices marked by dfs(𝑣 )

// One dfs(𝑣 ) suffices to search a sink component.

C. remove 𝐶 and all incident edges from 𝐺

Observe that if 𝑣 is always selected from the sink component of the remaining graph, then dfs(𝑣 )
never leaves the sink component (by definition of sink). Thus, over the course of processing all the
sink components, we only search each vertex and traverse each edge once. This gives a running
time of 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛), a great improvement from 𝑂 (𝑚(𝑚 + 𝑛)). Of course, the algorithm is incomplete,
because we won’t know how to find vertices in a “sink-first” fashion. Thus the question remains:
can we find a “sink-first” ordering of components?
Recall our discussion from topological sort, where in particular we showed that depth-first search
can also give a (reversed) topological orderings. In particular, we observed that for any two vertices
𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 where 𝑢 can reach 𝑣 but not vise-versa – so in particular, 𝑢 and 𝑣 are not strongly connected
– 𝑣 will be listed earlier than 𝑢 in any post-DFS ordering.
This means that, if we list the vertices in post-DFS order from left to right, all of the edges that
go across components will be directed from right to left. One might be tempted to declare that
the first vertex must be from a sink component. Actually this is not quite true. But we can say
something about the last vertex instead.
Lemma 3.2. The last vertex in the post-DFS ordering is a vertex from the source component.
Proof. Let 𝑣 1 , . . . , 𝑣 𝑛 list the edges in post-order traversal; the claim is that 𝑣 𝑛 is in a sink component.
If not, then there exists some vertex 𝑣 𝑖 , where 𝑖 < 𝑛, that can reach 𝑣 𝑛 . But this contradicts Lemma
2.1.

We want the sink component of a graph 𝐺, and we have access to the source component. How
do we get the sink component instead? It’s a trick we’ve used before: the reverse graph 𝐺 𝑟 . Any
sink component in 𝐺 is a source component in 𝐺 𝑟 .
Lemma 3.3. Let 𝐺 be a directed graph. The last vertex in the post-DFS order in the reversed graph
𝐺 𝑟 is a vertex from a sink component in the (original) graph 𝐺.
Thus, finally, we can extract sinks components in the following fashion. We compute a post-DFS
ordering in the reversed graph 𝐺 𝑟 . We take the last vertex 𝑣 in this ordering, which belongs to a
sink component in 𝐺. We find the connected component of 𝑣 and remove it from 𝐺 and 𝐺 𝑟 . We
still have a post-DFS ordering in the remainder of the reversed graph, where the (new) last vertex 𝑣
belongs to a sink component in the remaining part of 𝐺. And in this fashion we keep extracting sink
components from 𝐺 and source components from 𝐺 𝑟 . The (corrected) pseudocode is as follows.
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sink-first-SCC(𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) )
1. compute a post-DFS ordering of 𝑉 in the reversed graph 𝐺 𝑟

// reversed!

2. until 𝑉 = ∅
A. let 𝑣 be the last remaining vertex in 𝑉 in the post-DFS order of 𝐺 𝑟

// last!

// 𝑣 is in a sink component of 𝐺.
B. 𝐶 ← all vertices marked by dfs(𝑣 )
C. append 𝐶 to the output
D. remove 𝐶 and all incident edges from 𝐺

Thus we have shown the following.
Theorem 4. Let 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) be a directed graph with 𝑚 edges and 𝑛 vertices. sink-first-SCC(𝐺 )
computes the strongly connected components of 𝐺 in 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) time.

4

Circuits

Let us highlight a particularly important setting for directed acyclic graphs: boolean circuits. We
assume that people are familiar from circuits. If not, then the definition can be inferred fropm the
example below, where bit-addition (cf. lecture 1) is given as a circuit that is somewhat more compact
than the CNF’s described previously.
_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

^
<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

¬

_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

^
<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

¬

_

^

<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x1

^

^

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

¬
<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">AAADF3icbVJLb9QwEPaGVwmvFo5cLFZFHKJVUhXBBamCC9yK6LYr7UbV2JlsrXXsYDvbXUX7G7jSX8MNceXIf+GAk0aCtIxk69N88/pGw0oprIvjX4Pgxs1bt+9s3Q3v3X/w8NH2zuNjqyvDccy11GbCwKIUCsdOOImT0iAUTOIJW7xr+JMlGiu0OnLrEtMC5krkgoPzrvFMKu1Ot4fxKG6NXgdJB4aks8PTncHvWaZ5VaByXIK102SvdGkNxgkucRPOKosl8AXMceqhggJtWrfTbuiu92Q018Y/5Wjr/TejhsLadcF8ZAHuzF7lGuf/uGnl8tdpLVRZOVT8slFeSeo0baTTTBjkTq49AG6En5XyMzDAnV9QGPZq+TyZ1g5Xjuui3Oz2SG3zyFall/QW7ALNEmS28v2oJ1phTV5E/WppM2VPAAcmVBNrQVlq0Yi8V3sJ5nMV+V82UrhWVktw0M9o9Zx7Cdjb3JT9HSdiYp75syhstPTVGEtrhedu1W2PMkZzowv66ejDpFeDg3zDtFaZXum0bsJB5m3/Bns29PeSXL2O6+B4b5S8HMUf94cHz7vL2SJPyTPygiTkFTkg78khGRNOBPlCvpKL4CL4FnwPflyGBoMu5wnpWfDzDxGmACQ=</latexit>

x2

<latexit sha1_base64="8Ae3Vv5papIsE+ad91YrjCeBNpg=">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</latexit>

x3

<latexit sha1_base64="U1Rwq+JjiJa6lpbzVTXVsuF4sf4=">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</latexit>

x4

Circuits, compared to SAT, can arrange their boolean logical in a graph rather than just a tree.
Here we have a directed graph where the inputs are directed towards a logical gate, which applies
the corresponding logical operation to the inputs and propagates the output to further gates. The
defining quality of circuits is that the corresponding directed graph is acyclic.
Given a circuit, such as that drawn above, and values 𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ∈ {0, 1}, we want to efficiently
compute the value of the circuit. It is clear form the picture that this is doable but now we have the
language to describe an algorithm compactly. We do a topological sort, and evaluate the gates in
topological order. The inputs will always be computed in time for the next gate we process.
An important problem based on circuits is called Circuit-SAT. This is like SAT except the input is
more generally a circuit instead of a CNF. Because we can efficiently evaluate circuits, Circuit-SAT
is also a search problem. Moreover, since circuits generalize CNF’s, Circuit-SAT is as hard as CNF.
Conversely, by now the reader knows the trick to convert a circuit to a CNF - the same approach to
converting Boolean formulas extends immediately here. Thus we have the following equivalence.
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Theorem 5. There is a polynomial time algorithm for SAT iff there is a polynomial time algorithm
for Circuit-SAT.

5

Exercises

Many more exercises related to the discussions in this chapter can be found in Chapter 5 and Chapter
6 in Jeff’s notes.
Exercise 1. Consider the following recursive algorithm for exploring a directed graph with 𝑛 vertices
and 𝑚 edges.
edge-search(v)
1. for each edge 𝑒 = (𝑣 → 𝑤) leaving 𝑣
A. if 𝑒 is unmarked
1. mark 𝑒
2. edge-search(w)

Analyze edge-search and given an upper bound (as tight as possible) on the running time, as a
function of 𝑚 and 𝑛.
Exercise 2. Let 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) be a patriotic directed graph with positive edge weights and where all
the edges are colored either red, white, or blue.
1. An American walk is a walk where the edges alternate in color in the order of the American
dream: red, white, blue, red, white, blue... Here the first edge could be any color and then
the colors have to cycle through the American dream thereafter. We say that a vertex 𝑠 can
patriotically reach a vertex 𝑡 if there is an American walk from 𝑠 to 𝑡.
Consider the problem of deciding whether a vertex 𝑠 can patriotically reach 𝑡. Either (a)
show that a polynomial time algorithm for patriotic reachability implies a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT, or (b) design and analyze an efficient algorithm for patriotic reachability.
2. An un-American walk is a walk that never cycles through the American dream; that is, a walk
where no three consecutive edges in the walk have colors that form any of the following three
sequences: (red, white, blue), (white, blue, red), or (blue, red, white). We say that a vertex 𝑡
can un-patriotically reach a vertex 𝑡 if we can walk from 𝑠 to 𝑡 via an un-American walk.
Consider the problem of deciding whether a vertex 𝑠 can un-patriotically reach 𝑡. Either (a)
show that a polynomial time algorithm for un-patriotic reachability implies a polynomial
time algorithm for SAT, or (b) design and analyze an efficient algorithm for un-patriotic
reachability.
Exercise 3. Let 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) be a directed graph with 𝑚 edges and 𝑛 vertices, such that there
is at least one edge between every pair of vertices. Suppose each vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 is labeled by a
distinct integer 𝜋(𝑣) ∈ [𝑛] (that is, 𝜋 : 𝑉 → [𝑛] is injective). We say a pair of vertices (𝑢, 𝑣) is
reachably-misordered if 𝑢 can reach 𝑣 and 𝜋(𝑣) < 𝜋(𝑢).
Design and analyze an algorithm (as fast as possible) that counts the number of reachablymisordered pairs of vertices. Partial credit will be awarded to an algorithm that works in linear time
on DAGS.
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Exercise 4. Let 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) be a directed graph, and consider the problem of adding edges to 𝐺 to
make 𝐺 strongly connected. The goal is to make 𝐺 strongly connected with the minimum number
of edges. Either (a) show that this problem is as hard as SAT, or (b) design and analyze a polynomial
time algorithm (as fast as possible).
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In Section 1, we asked if a vertex 𝑠 can reach all other vertices in a particular graph. The answer
is no:
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